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SECTION 2.1 

 

2.1 Identify the hospital functions and departments to be incorporated in the facilities plan. 

Identify the key entities for which flow requirements will be needed, e.g., people, 

paperwork, operating rooms, emergency rooms, vehicular movement, etc. Identify the 

various criteria that will be used to evaluate the alternative facilities plans generated, e.g. 

patient service, cleanliness, logic of travel between departments, ease of expansion/ 

updating, cost. Determine the time period over which the facilities requirements will be 

estimated.  Estimate space and flow requirements and determine activity relationships.  

Generate alternative facilities plans. 

 

2.2 It is important for the various design decisions to be integrated so that all critical issues 

have been considered before product and process designs are finalized. Using a linear or 

series approach can result in multiple re-starts of the design process because of “down-

stream” consequences of “up-stream” design decisions that are made. Overall 

optimization is the goal, rather than piecewise optimization. 

 

 Knowledgeable representatives from each of the activities or functions need to be 

involved in the design process. 

 

 Several concurrent engineering techniques can be used to improve the design process. 

Quality Function Deployment is one technique that can prove extremely beneficial. 

However, all of the approaches described in Section 2.5 should receive serious 

consideration. Since the text is devoted to facilities planning, every technique presented 

in the text is a candidate for use in a specific application. 

 

2.3 Research question. Depending on the comprehensiveness of the collection of periodicals 

and manuscripts in the university library, it might be more helpful to the students to 

modify the assignment and encourage them to use the Internet in performing the assigned 

search. 

 

SECTION 2.2 

 

2.4 - 2.6 Research question. Depending on the comprehensiveness of the collection of 

 periodicals and manuscripts in the university library, it might be more helpful to 

 the students to modify the assignment and encourage them to use the Internet in 

 performing the assigned search. 

 

2.7 Research question. The Internet will likely be the best source of information needed to 

answer this question. 

 

SECTION 2.3 

 

2.8 The assigned chart submitted for a cheeseburger will vary depending on the assumptions 

regarding ingredients, e.g., mayonnaise, mustard, catsup, onions, pickles, lettuce, tomato, 
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multiple beef patties, multiple slices of cheese, intermediate layer of bread. Likewise, the 

chart submitted for a taco will vary depending on the ingredients included. It is important 

to verify that the student follows the steps described in Section 2.3. 

 

2.9 The assembly chart shows only the operations and inspections associated with the 

assembly of the product. The operation process chart includes all operations and 

inspections, fabrication and assembly operations and processing times, and purchased 

materials. 

 

2.10 - 2.11 The solution depends on the recipe chosen. 

 

SECTION 2.4 

 

2.12   
 

2.13 Given System: (all Ik values are rounded to the nearest integer) 

   

  
  
  

 The scrap values and scrap cost at each step are as follows: 

 Process 3: 1,075 - 1,000 = 75 units → Scrap Cost = $15(75) = $1,125 

 Process 2: 1,132 - 1,075 = 57 units → Scrap Cost = $10(57) = $570 

 Process 1: 1,167 - 1,132 = 35 units → Scrap Cost = $5(34) = $170 

 Total Scrap Cost for given system = $1,865 

  

 System w/Reversed Scrap Rates: 

   

  

  
 

 The scrap values and scrap cost at each step are as follows: 

 Process 3: 1,031 - 1,000 = 31 units → Scrap Cost = $15(31) = $465 

 Process 2: 1,085 - 1,031 = 54 units → Scrap Cost = $10(54) = $540 

 Process 1: 1,167 - 1,085 = 82 units → Scrap Cost = $5(82) = $410 

 Total Scrap Cost for given system = $1,415 

 

 Due to the lower scrap cost the system with reversed scrap rates would be preferred, 

which is consistent with the claim made in Section 2.4.2. 

 

2.14 For simplicity the rework operations are indicated by Rk.  All Ik values are rounded to the 

nearest integer. 

 

 Given system: Following the derivation method given in Section 2.4.2.2, we have the 

expression for I1: 
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 To find the rework cost we need only the required input to each rework process.  Thus, 

  

 

 

  
 

 Therefore, the total rework cost = $2(31) + $3(51) + $4(71) = $499. 

 

 System w/Reversed Scrap Rates: Using the same derivation, we have the following: 

 

   

  
  

  

 

 
 

 Therefore, the total rework cost for the system with the reversed scrap rates = $2(73) + 

$3(51) + $4(30) = $419.  

 

 Based solely on the total rework costs of the two systems, the system with reversed scrap 

rates is preferred, which is consistent with the result of Problem 2.13.  You should note, 

however, that the system with reversed scrap rates requires more input to the system to 

meet the demand. 

 

2.15 All Ik values are rounded to the nearest integer. 
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2.16 We solve this problem working in reverse. 

 

  

  

 

 

  

 
 

 Solving for I1 and substituting in the appropriate parameters, we have the following: 

 

  

 
 

2.17 All Ik values rounded to the nearest integer. For machines 1, 2, and 3: 

   
 Machine 4 operates for half of the amount of time as machines 1, 2, and 3.   

 

 We know that Ik = Qk.  So, 

 

  

  
  

   

  
 

  

  
 

  

 
 

 Running the rework operation on the same shift as the remainder of the cell would cause 

the machine fraction to reduce to 0.68, or 1 machine.  This may allow for the addition of 

the rework machine to the cell.    

 

2.18 All Ik values rounded to nearest integer.  Let A1 denote the first step in the production 

process, and A2 denote the last step. 

 

  

 
  

 Similarly, 
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 We know that Ik = Qk. So, 

  

  

  

 
 

  

 
 

2.19 All Ik values are rounded to the nearest integer. 

  

  

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 Setup times are identical for machines A, B, and C for a particular product. The setup 

time for product X, regardless of the machine, is 20 mins; the setup time for product Y is 

40 mins., regardless of the machine. A critical piece of information needed to determine 

the number of machines required is the length of production runs between setups. If a 

single setup is needed to produce the annual requirement of a product on a machine, then 

the number of machines required is determined as follows: 
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 If setups occur more frequently, then additional machines might be required due to the 

lost production time consumed by setups. 

 

2.20 All Ik values are rounded to the nearest integer. 

  

 Part A:  

   
 

 Part B:  

   

  Then,  

 

 Part C:  

 

2.21 Using the equations to solve Problem 2.20, we simply change the input values.  Let  

represent the new scrap percentage. For this solution, we are assuming the 5% reduction 

is as follows: .  You could also view the problem statement as indicating 

that . All Ik values are rounded to the nearest integer.  

 

 Part A:  

  This represents a 21.4% reduction in the input requirement. 

 

 Part B:  

   
  This represents a 17.7% reduction in the input requirement. 

 

 Part C:  

  This represents a 12.5% reduction in the input requirement. 

 

 The opinion response will depend on the student.  However, the response should look 

something like the following. 

 

 Estimation Perspective: For most tasks that a process designer may have to plan for there 

are likely to be many alternatives.  The designer must be able to identify the issues 

related to each alternative and be able to generate an accurate estimate of the scrap rate.  

Even in the case where there may be only a single alternative the ability to accurately 

estimate the scrap rate is of great significance. 

 

 Continuous Improvement Perspective: Being able to reduce the scrap produced by a 

process can be shown to significantly reduce the input requirement to a process. 

 

2.22 The value of H is up to the student or instructor.  Any value will provide sufficient 

illustration for the follow-up opinion question.  For the purposes of this solution, we will 

assume H is a variable value and solve symbolically. 
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 Before reduction: I4 = Q4 = 25,210.  Thus, 

  
 

 After reduction: I4 = Q4 = 22,222. Thus, 

  
 

 It should be apparent that by reducing the scrap percentage will reduce the number of 

machines necessary.  Assuming one 8 hour shift per day, 5 days per week, reducing the 

scrap percentage as indicated in Problem 2.21 would result in a reduction of 6 machines.  

This could be a significant reduction in the floor space required to perform a specific 

process.  In addition, reduction of the input needed for a specific process may also reduce 

the amount of storage space for raw materials/WIP, further reducing floor space 

requirements.  For the facilities planner, space is at a premium, so every advantage 

should be taken to either improve processes or select processes that produce less scrap. 

 

2.23  

  

  
 

 Alternatively, you could say that the loss of one hour per shift is a reduction in the 

reliability.  Thus, the denominator would have the following: H = 8, R = 7/8. 

  

2.24 Let CA, CB, B, F, FA, IN, and M represent component A, component B, blanking, 

forging, final assembly, inspection, and machining, respectively. Let OSA = Amount of 

demand for spare parts of Component A = 1,000 units; and IFA = Input needed for final 

assembly for Component A.  All Ik values are rounded to the nearest integer. 

  

  
 

  

  
 

  
 

2.25  
 

 Where  stands for the least integer ≥ xx. 

 

2.26 Let BC, BY, CB, DA, IN, KP, and TC represent the bottom cover, battery cover, circuit 

board, disassembly, inspection, keypad, and top cover, respectively.  In addition, let Mxx 

represent molding operations for specific components; Pxx represent painting operations 

for specific components; and INx represent inspection stations in order of occurrence.  

All Ik values are rounded to the nearest integer.  
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 To find the number of units of the bottom cover to mold, we'll assume that it only goes 

through the inspection process once. 

 

  

  

   
 

 Thus,  

  

  
 

2.27 Shown below is the probability mass function for number of good castings produced (x), 

based on Q castings scheduled for production. 

 

 
 

 Shown below is the matrix of net income for each combination of Q and x. 
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 For a given value of Q, multiplying the net income in the column by the probability of its 

occurrence and summing over all values of x yields the following expected profits for 

each value of Q. 

 

 
 

 Based on the results obtained, scheduling 29 castings for production yields the maximum 

expected profit of $11,050. 

 

2.28 Shown below is the probability mass function for number of good castings produced (x), 

based on Q castings scheduled for production. 
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 Shown below is the matrix of net income for each combination of Q and x. 

 

 
  

 For a given value of Q, multiplying the net income in the column by the probability of its 

occurrence and summing over all values of x yields the following expected profits for 

each value of Q.  
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 Based on the results obtained, scheduling 25 castings for production yields the maximum 

expected profit of $8,338. 

 

2.29 Shown below is the probability mass function for number of good castings produced (x), 

based on Q castings scheduled for production. 

 

 
 

 Net incomes for feasible combinations of Q and x are shown below. 
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 For a given value of Q, multiplying the net income in the column by the probability of its 

occurrence and summing over all values of x yields the following expected profits for 

each value of Q. Based on the results obtained, scheduling 21 castings for production 

yields the maximum expected profit of $22,663. 

 

 
 

2.30a Shown below is the probability mass function for the number of good custom-designed 

castings produced (x), based on Q castings scheduled for production. 

 

  
 

 Net incomes for feasible combinations of Q and x are shown below. 
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 For a given value of Q, multiplying the net income in the column by the probability of its 

occurrence and summing over all values of x yields the following expected profits for 

each value of Q. As shown, the optimum number to schedule is 5, with an expected net 

profit of $35,335. 

 

  
 

2.30b The probability of losing money on the transaction is the probability of the net income 

being negative when Q equals 5. From above, a negative net cash flow occurs if less than 

4 good castings are produced. The probability of producing less than 4 good castings 

equals 0.0005 + 0.0081 + 0.0729, or 0.0815. 

 

2.30c Using Excel it is easy to perform the sensitivity analysis. By varying the cost parameter, 

it is found that a cost of $22,044.96 yields an expected profit of zero for Q = 5. Likewise, 

when the cost of producing a casting is reduced to $7,873.19, the optimum number to 

schedule increases to 6. We could not find a cost that would reduce the optimum 

production batch to 4 and still have a positive expected profit. 

 

2.30d Again, using Excel it is easy to perform sensitivity analyses. For example, if the 

probability of a good casting is reduced to 0.84248 then the optimum production batch 

increases to 6; likewise, if the probability of a good casting increases to 0.963781, then 

the optimum batch production quantity decreases to 4. 

 

2.31 Shown below is the probability mass function for number of good high precision formed 

parts (x), based on Q parts scheduled for production. 
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 Shown below is the matrix of net income for batch sizes of 10, 11, and 12. Also shown 

below is the expected profit based on batch sizes of 10, 11, and 12, as well as the 

probability of losing money. A batch size of 12 yields the smallest expected profit. Based 

on the probability of losing money, the least attractive alternative is a batch size of 10. 
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2.32 Shown below is the probability mass function for the number of good wafers (x) resulting 

from a production batch size of Q. 

 

  
 

 Shown below is the matrix of net profit resulting from combinations of Q and x. 

 

  
 

 Shown below are the expected profits and probabilities of losing money for various batch 

sizes. The optimum batch size is 7, with a 0.0129 probability of losing money. 
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2.33 Shown below is the probability mass function for the number of good die castings (x) in a 

production batch of size Q. 

 

  
 

 Shown below is the matrix of net profits resulting from various combinations of Q and x. 

 

  
 

 Shown below are the expected profits and probabilities of losing money for various 

values of Q, the batch size. From the results obtained, the optimum batch size is 28. The 

probability of losing money, which is the probability of less than 25 die cast parts being 

acceptable, equals 0.0022. 
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2.34a Shown below is the probability mass function for the number of good castings (x) 

produced when Q castings are produced based on a probability of 0.85 that an individual 

casting is good. Also shown below is a matrix of net profits resulting from the 

combination of Q and x. Finally, the expected profit is shown for various values of Q. 

Based on the results obtained, the optimum lot size is 65, with an expected profit of 

$55,925. 
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2.34b Shown below is the probability mass function for the number of good castings (x) 

produced when Q castings are produced based on a probability of 0.98 that an individual 

casting is good. Also shown below is a matrix of net profits resulting from the 

combination of Q and x. Finally, the expected profit is shown for various values of Q. 

Based on the results obtained, the optimum lot size is 56, with an expected profit of 

$64,315. 
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2.35 In Example 2.7, a = 2 min, b = 1 min, t = 6 min, n’ = 2.67, Co = $15/hr, and Cm = $50/hr. 

Without other constraints the optimum number of machines to assign to an operator was 

shown to equal 2. Since 2 < n’ < 3, the economic choice was between 2 and 3 machines. 

Hence, two groups of 2 would be less costly, on a cost per part produced basis, than one 

group of 4 machines. Here, 11 machines are required to meet the production 

requirements. How should they be assigned? One of the alternatives being considered is 

to assign 2 machines to each of 4 operators and then assign 3 machines to one operator; 

the alternative assignment being considered is to assign 2 machines to each of 5 operators 

and then assign 1 machine to one operator. 
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 To calculate the cost per unit produced for each scenario, it is useful to evaluate each 

alternative using a length of time equal to the least common multiple of the cycle times 

for each machine-operator assignment in the scenario. For example, with the {2, 2, 2, 2, 

3} scenario, Tc = 8 min for m = 2 and Tc = 9 min for m = 3; therefore, a time period equal 

to 72 minutes will be used. During a period of 72 mins each 2-machine combination will 

perform 9 cycles and produce 18 parts; likewise, over the same time period, the 3-

machine assignment will perform 8 cycles and produce 24 parts. Hence, over a 72 min. 

period, a total of 4(18) + 24, or 96 parts will be produced. The total cost per unit 

produced over a 72 min. period equals [(5 op)($15/hr-op) + (11 mach)($50/hr-mach)](72 

min/60 min/hr.)(1/96) parts), or $7.81/part. 

 

 For the {2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1} scenario, Tc = 8 min for both m = 1 and m = 2. During an 8 min. 

time period a total of 11 parts are produced. The total cost per unit produced over an 8 

min. period equals [6(15) + 11(50)](8/60)(1/11), or $7.76/part. Hence, the least cost 

alternative, in terms of cost per unit produced, is the {2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1} scenario. 

 

 Are there other scenarios that are less costly than the two considered? No! From Example 

2.7, n* = 2. Hence, any scenario involving multiple assignments of single machines will 

be more costly than assignments of 2 machines per operator. Likewise, from the analysis 

performed above, any scenario involving a 3-machine assignment will be more expensive 

than one with a 2-machine and a 1-machine assignment. Further, any scenario having a 4-

machine assignment will be more costly than one that substitutes two 2-machine 

assignments for the 4-machine assignment. From the analysis performed above, a 5- 

machine assignment will be more expensive than a {2, 2, 1} assignment. By similar 

analyses, there are no other scenarios that need to be considered for the assignment of 11 

machines. 

 

2.36 For the optimum assignment in Example 2. 5 to remain unchanged, M < 1. Recall, in 

Example 2.5, n’ = 2.67, Co = $15/hr, Cm = $50/hr, and , = Co/Cm = 15/Cm. Therefore, for 

M < 1, (  + n)(n’) < (  + n + 1)(n), or (  + 2)(2.67) < (  + 3)(2), or (15 + 2Cm)(2.67) < 

(15 + 3Cm)(2), or (15)(2.67 - 2) < (6 - 5.33)Cm, or Cm > $15/hr. Hence, for a machine cost 

of $15 or more per machine-hour, the optimum assignment will be 2 machines per 

operator. 

 

2.37 During 7 hours of work for the operator between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m., 136 units were 

produced by the 3 machines. In steady state conditions, the repeating cycle is 9 minutes. 

Hence, in steady state conditions a total of 140 units are produced. Transient conditions 

due to start-up and shut-down for breaks, lunch, and beginning/ending of the shift 

diminish the production by only 4 units. If replacement labor is provided to keep the 

machines working during the entire 8-hour shift and 3 shifts operate per day, then steady 

state production will result in 160 units being produced per 8-hour shift.  This situation is 

illustrated in the following multiple activity charts.  
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2.38 The problem statement was overly simplified, assuming sufficient demand exists to keep 

5 machines busy and sales prices of the products are such that the calculation of cost per 

unit produced can be performed by summing the units produced for both products. Also, 

it is assumed that a machine is dedicated to producing either product 1 or product 2 and 

cannot be assigned to produce a combination of the two products due to changeover 

times. 

 

 From Example 2.7, we know that two machines producing product 1 should be assigned 

an operator to minimize the cost per unit produced. For product 2, the optimum number 

of machines to assign an operator is obtained as follows for producing product 2: n2' = 

(2.5 + 8)/(2.5 + 1.5) = 2.625;   = 0.3; and Φ = (2.3/3.3)(2.625/2) = 0.9148 < 1; therefore, 

n2* = 2. Hence, it appears that 2 machines should be assigned to produce product 1 and 2 

machines should be assigned to produce product 2; however, that leaves 1 machine 

unassigned. From the solution to Problem 2.35, we know that {2, 1} is less costly than 

{3} for product 1. 

 

 The alternatives to be evaluated are as follows: assign 2 machines producing product 1 to 

an operator and 3 machines producing product 2 to an operator; assign 2 machines 

producing product 1 to an operator, 2 machines producing product 2 to an operator, and 1 

machine producing product 2 to an operator; assign 2 machines producing product 1 to an 

operator, 1 machine producing product 1 to an operator, and 2 machines producing 

product 2 to an operator. 

 

 Assign 2 machines producing product 1 to an operator and 3 machines producing 

product 2 to an operator. From Example 2.7, for product 1 the repeating cycle is 8 

minutes. The repeating cycle is 3(2.5 + 1.5), or 12 min., for product 2. Hence, in 24 

minutes, the 2 machines producing product 1 perform 3 repeating cycles and produce 6 

parts, and 6 parts are produced by the 3 machines making product 2 while performing 2 

repeating cycles. The total hourly cost of 2 operators and 5 machines is $280. During a 

period of 24 minutes, the cost will be $112.00; hence, the cost per unit to produce 12 

parts in 8 minutes is $9.33/part. 

 

 Assign 2 machines producing product 1 to an operator, 2 machines producing product 2 

to an operator, and 1 machine producing product 2 to an operator. The repeating cycle 

for product 2 is 10.5 minutes. Hence, in 168 minutes there will be 21 repeating cycles for 

machines producing product 1 and 16 repeating cycles of machines producing product 2. 

The total hourly cost of 3 operators and 5 machines is $295. During a period of 168 

minutes, the cost will be $826; hence, the cost per unit to produce 90 parts (42 of product 

1 and 48 of product 2) in 168 minutes is $9.18/part.  

 

 Assign 2 machines producing product 1 to an operator, 1 machine producing product 1 

to an operator, and 2 machines producing product 2 to an operator. As in the previous 

case, the repeating cycles are 8 and 10.5 minutes. Hence, over a 168 minute time frame, 

there will be 21 repeating cycles of the 3 machines producing product 1 and 16 repeating 

cycles of the 2 machines producing product 2. The cost per unit to produce 63 units of 
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product 1 and 32 units of product 2 is ($295)(168)/(60)(95), or $8.69/part. Since this is 

the least cost option, it would be recommended. 

 

 As noted, a simplified approach was used to arrive at a preference in the assignment of 

the 5 machines to the 2 products. With more information regarding sales prices, demands, 

changeover times, etc., a more informed decision could be made. The underlying 

objective in presenting the machine-assignment problem was to provide students with 

experience in using simple mathematical models in making decisions regarding the 

assignment of machines to operators. 

 

2.26a a = 6 + 4 = 10; b = 6; and t = 30.  n' = (10 + 30)/(10 + 6) = 2.5.  No more than 2 mixers 

can be assigned without idle mixer time. 

 

2.26b Co = $12/hr; Cm = $25/hr; and  = Co/Cm = 0.48. 

 Therefore, , or 

 Φ = 0.89 < 1.  Hence, 2 mixers should be assigned to an operator.  

 

2.40 The multiple activity chart is provided on the following page. The length of the repeating 

cycle is given by the maximum of the following values: (aA + bA + aB + bB + aC + bC); (aA 

+ tA); (aB + tB); (aC + tC), or max (11, 9, 10.5, 12), or 12. The repeating cycle is 

determined by machine C. As shown, the operator will have 1 minute of idle time during 

a repeating cycle, machine A will have 3 minutes of idle time, machine B will have 1.5 

minutes of idle time, and machine C will have no idle time during a repeating cycle. 

 

       Multiple Activity Chart 
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2.41a a = 5 min; b = 1 min; t = 20 min; Co = $12/hr, and Cm = $30/hr. 

 n' = (5 + 20)/(5 + 1) = 4.167; Therefore, 4 is the maximum number of machines that can 

be assigned an operator without creating machine idle time during a repeating cycle. 

 

2.41b  = Co/Cm = 0.4.  Therefore, 

, or Φ = 0.8488 < 1.  

Hence, 4 mixers should be assigned to an operator.  

 

2.41c  

 

2.41d For n* = 4, either Φ < 1 when n = 4 or Φ > 1 for n =  3.   

 Φ < 1 case:  or 

  (4.4a + 88) < (21.6a +21.6).  

 Hence, 17.2a > 66.4, or a > 3.86 min. 

 

 Φ > 1 case: .  Thus, (3.4a + 68) > (13.2a + 

 13.2).  Hence, 9.8a < 54.8, or a < 5.59 min.  Hence, the optimum assignment 

 of 4 machines occurs when 3.86 min < a < 5.59 min. 

  

2.41e Consider the alternatives: {5, 5, 5}, {4, 4, 4, 3}, and {4, 5, 6}. 

 {5, 5, 5} case: Tc = 30 min. 

   TC{5, 5, 5} = [3($12) + 15($30)](30/60)(1/15) = $16.20/unit.  

 

 {4, 4, 4, 3} case: Tc = 25 min. 

  TC{4, 4, 4, 3} = [4($12) + 15($30)](25/60)(1/15) = $13.83/unit. 

 

 {4, 5, 6} case: Tc(4) = 25 min., Tc(5) = 30 min., Tc(6) = 36 min. In 2,700 minutes, 1,332 

 units will be produced: 4(108), or 432, by the 4- machine assignment; 

 5(90), or 450, by the 5-machine assignment; and 6(75), or 450, by the 6-

 machine assignment. 

  TC{4, 5, 6} = [3($12) + 15($30)](2700/60)(1/1332) = $16.42/unit. 

  

 The least costly assignment of 15 machines is {4, 4, 4, 3}. We do not need to consider {3, 

3, 3, 3, 3} since it has the same repeating cycle as {4, 4, 4, 3} and requires an additional 

operator. Likewise, there is no reason to consider an alternative involving a {3, 5} 

combination since we know from part a) that {4, 4} is less costly. 

 

2.42 a = 4 min; b = 5 min + 3 min = 8 min; and t = 40 min. n’ = (4 + 40)/(4 + 8) or n’ = 3.67 

and 3 is the maximum number of automatic palletizers on operator can be assigned 

without creating idle time for the palletizers. 

 

2.43 The problem statement does not mention retrievals by the S/R; hence, no travel between 

the P/D station and the outbound conveyor is required. It is assumed that the travel 

between the P/D station of one S/R aisle and the inbound conveyor for another S/R aisle 

also requires 0.5 minute. 
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 For the problem, there is no concurrent activity. As long as a load is at the P/D station, 

the S/R machine will retrieve it automatically. Hence, for the problem, b = 0.5 min to 

travel to the P/D station + 0.5 min to travel from the P/D station = 1.0 and t = 4 min to 

store a load and return to the end-of-the-aisle. (In Chapter 10, we define this as a single 

command cycle for the S/R machine.) With b = 1 and t = 4, n’ = 4. Hence, as shown 

below, one lift truck operator can service 4 S/R machines; the operator and the S/R 

machines will be busy 100% of the time. For 5 S/R machines, 2 lift truck operators will 

be required. 

  

          Multiple Activity Chart 

  
 

2.44 a = 0.25 min; b = 0; and t = 1.0. Therefore, n’ = 1.25/0.25 = 5.0. An operator can tend 5 

carousels without creating idle time for the conveyors; the operator will also be 100% 

occupied. 

 

SECTION 2.5 

 

2.45 a. Board for part shortages 

 b. Board for back-orders 

 c. Feedback from material handlers when part has low physical inventory 

 d. Feedback from operator handlers when part has low physical inventory  

 

  



 Answers to Problems at the End of Chapter 2 2-33 

 

2.46  

  
 

2.47  

  
 

2.48 - 2-50 The answers to these questions depend on choices made and course 

  specifics. See Section 2.5 for details on each of the 7 M&P tools.  

 

2.51 Follow the instructions provided in Section 2.5 for each of the 7 M&P tools.  
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